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 And while the traditional HotSpot software requires that customers download a software client, MyHotSpot is browser-based, and used to create a single-click custom experience on your Internet Connection Sharing site. MyHotSpot is ideal for small businesses with only a handful of clients needing a self-branded dial-up, ISDN, or broadband Internet Access service. Plus, MyHotSpot is all-inclusive,
easy-to-use, and cheap to run—you only pay for what you use, and it can cost nothing to start using it. MyHotSpot lets you quickly build a single-click Internet Access service—one that’s totally self-branded—for customers to access your site and prepaid-code accounts from any web-enabled device. You will get all of the services that you see above, plus other features, such as... Hosted Access

Controller: MyHotSpot automates the delivery of user or prepaid-code accounts and pre-configures your access controller to let them dial in and browse. MyHotSpot: While not the same as a traditional dial-up company, MyHotSpot turns your site into a full-service Internet Service Provider, and lets you control unlimited user accounts from a single location. What Is MyHotSpot? MyHotSpot is a
browser-based, all-inclusive, inexpensive Internet Service Provider (ISP) that automatically delivers unlimited user or prepaid-code accounts from a single place to your site and your customers. MyHotSpot is super simple to set up and use—all you have to do is sign up, build a prepaid account, and point users to your site. The MyHotSpot software is not a traditional dial-up or bandwidth

provider—we’re a software company that provides a single-click experience for users to access your Internet Service Provider (ISP) services, and the money stays on your side. In other words, MyHotSpot is a self-branded self-support Internet Access Provider, and it only takes about 3 minutes to get your prepaid-code accounts up and running. MyHotSpot Is Ideal for New Small Businesses One of the
great things about MyHotSpot is that it’s so easy to get started. Even if you’ve never set up a single-click experience for customers before, you can install the software, build a single- 82157476af
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